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` Addressing the problem
` Application into host-viral protein interaction network





































































Directed Bipartite Graph 
` If V1, V2 are two distinct sets of vertices and E is a subset of 
V1xV2 then a directed bipartite graph is definable as
where the edges (i, j) and (j, i) in E are 
distinct.
),2,1( EVVG =












































































































































Pandey et al., KDD, France, 2009







































































` Cheng and Church’s algorithm (CCA)
` SAMBA
` Co-clustering  algorithm (CA)
` Divide-and-conquer based algorithm (DBA)
` Biclusters are classified into the types – fixed value (CCA, 
SAMBA, CA, DA), fixed row/column (CCA), additive 
coherent value, and coherent evolution
` Some are able to find overlapping biclusters (CCA, CA)
` The equivalence of biclique finding and biclustering





































































Correspondence of a DBClique to an 
Interaction Matrix





































































Formalization of an Interaction Matrix 
for a Directed Bipartite Graph

















































































































































































































Division of the Interaction Matrix
Prelic et al., Bioinformatics, 22(9):1122-1129, 2006





































































HIV-1‒Human Protein Interaction 
Network
Ptak et al., AIDS Res Hum Retroviruses, 24(12):1497-502, 2008





































































Details of the Data
` Direct physical interactions/indirect interactions –
categorized into 65 more specific types
` 19 HIV-1 proteins and 1448 human proteins
` 5134 interactions (18.66% of the total possible)

















































































































































































































GO – Biological Process





































































GO – Molecular Function
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